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Quantum Bell Inc. About our Company
Quantum Bell is established in Florida 2018 as a Corporation; and is established to engage any
and all lawful business. The board of Directors for Quantum Bell, has 5 managing operating
units. MarleyLABS.net, Theoryofrelativity.net, and Quantunnel.com, Onsea.net. Those
participating persons are assigned by operating unit. Each operating unit contributes to the
scientific data set enabling the technology of Quantum Bell. Quantum bell does not use the
United States are other patent systems because we are not permitted to do so. If the state of
country where we are operating must know how the hardware is used or functions, we can
provide details. That protection for scientific pursuit is established with consistency in the public
domain, and dated material as part of a scientific data set and proprietary information held by
the company, and among other observation. That insurance for logical interest is built up with
consistency in the general population, area, and dated material as a feature of a logical
informational index and restrictive data held by the organization, and among other perception.
Quantum Bell Inc. Leverages the research and development at quantunnel.com and while
discovering the ToTLR models, for advantages in research and development. The company is
small, and is registered in the State of Florida. Recent acquisitions include the right to earn from
income producing properties derived at spiderhunter.org, use of trade tools, discovered
methods, and research. The spiderhunter.org website will be maintained as a trade company for
the association of field surveyors, and early work achieving a library of research and practice as
taught to interested persons. With agreement, Quantum Bell.org is not a contractor or franchise
of spiderhunter.org; and is listed as a second enterprise using similar survey methods of a trade
association, where both companies use the same tool with a purpose.

This reports has multiple Addendums necessary for the scope of project acquisitions.
Annual Report Addendum 1a Acquisitions .
Annual Report Addendum 2a Acquisitions from Public Domain.

Quantum Bell Inc. Management
The management team of Quantum Bell inc is a complex management. Our executive must
manage projects, contribute, and support as part of rotating or interest based structure that
supports the over all work of one area of research or another. This work is not only correlated
across research opportunities, and field experience or think tank and development activity, but
also across other aspects of innovation like GAOL research, assignments, or discoveries, and then
allocation in the public or private domain with some requirement to finish, find support for, or
otherwise resolve our selves those issues.

Often their are no other people willing to do the research our company does, or with such a
unique or innovative approach to rto working across industry segments I have established as
part of the company.

Quantum Bell Inc. Field work
Filed work at quantum bell inc is complicated by assessments and meetings of OIO and other as
described arcane in origin. This executive, and scientist of the company enjoys using the
technology we develop. the field work and products or services of Quantum Bell Inc span five
segments for data collection or evolution among products offered to the customer, and those
are

·

uLINE Services http://www.quantumbell.net/services/uline.html

·

EMF Field Mapping http://www.quantumbell.net/services/emf.html

·

Distributed Systems http://www.quantumbell.net/services/dwst.html

·

Telecommunications http://www.quantumbell.net/services/telecommunications.html

On Demand Science http://www.quantumbell.net/services/on_demand_science.html

Demo Service and Projects is a special category for this website. The demonstrations here will be
available for public evaluation, and purchase if the customer is interested in the product, service,
or extended documentation sets. This page will be used to wet the palate, specifically for open
source or distributed, and crowd sourcing answers for projects and problem models identified.

Categorical
·

Hand Tool Demonstrations (Use, Mapping, and Anti-Weapons)

·

Hand Tool, Rabbit Ear Type

·

Hand Tool, Microwave Detection

·

Hand Tool, AM and Radio Proximity Mapping

·

Process Tool, Magnetic Field Mapping

·

Energy Systems Demonstrations

·

ToTLR Research and the ToTLR Universe Proofs and Demonstrations

·

Flight Systems Concepts

·

"Anti Gravity" Flight Research (Load Bearing)

·

Navigation and Life Support Systems

·

High Power Locomotion

·

Solar, Planetary, and Local Star Group Processes

·

Special Interest Developments (Proprietary)

·

Technology of Man

·

Second Heart Research

·

Survive the Flesh with reproducible Process (Priority)

·

Small amphibians and Insects is achievement level to date.

·

Prototype and Out-process development

·

Time Relative Research

·

Ghosts and Paranormal Activity (People and Machine)

Two types of innovation are included on this page as demonstrations by the scientists. These
demonstrations are needed to evaluate concepts of the American ToR model and Quantunnel
Research aka Quantum Tunneling. The event is named as what I believe I witnessed in the
evening sky. After research this has been more precisely described as a Bridge event or
projection, and absent any indicator a mass can fly faster than the speed of light (no expected
proofs needed.) Quantum Bell incorporated and Quantunnel, or currently researching the events
in the sky, and to determine what can be expected at various stages of the bridge assembly
event. If you would like to get involved, contact the laboratory.

Quantum Bell Inc. Public Research Offerings
Research opportunities at the company are periodically made available to the general public
while seeking cooperation to achieve one GOAL or another. As part of QBI research, the
following links are for phase beta offering, typical of the first innovative application of
communications structures involving psychic, or paranormal communications efforts, some
would consider atypical f human communications types. Other research by quantum bell inc is

within natural tolerances, including methods of communication that are among the highest
bandwidth the universe offers withint a threshhold of natural, as discovered by the lab for
portion of RULE and Tor Research.
These projects like phase beta testing can be understood more by visiting
http://www.quantumbell.net/service_beta_testing/index.html
Public and GOAL research cooperatives can be found here
http://www.quantumbell.net/projects/quantum_bell_projects.html
Public and Volunteer research or business opportunities can be found here
http://www.quantumbell.net/volunteer/quantum_bell_volunteer.html

Quantum Bell Inc. Operating Units
Because I work with so much information on daily basis, research, projects and other
opportunities are allocated by division and opportunity across a portfolio of research. This link
provided is for public presentation of description for operating units acting as "Chair" for one
pursuit or another, and where these might later be modified, increased, or decreased, by public
record.
You can learn more form the public description by visiting here.
http://www.quantumbell.net/operating_units/quantum_bell_operating_units.html

Annual Report OU Quantunnel
On February 14th, 2018, Quantunnel agreed to participat as an operating unit of Quantum Bell
Inc. This project is a research agenda established after witnessing an event in the evening sky
and then establishing a pursuit to understand it. The scientist on the project is not educated
among the physics of modern educational systems to argue on behalf of other scientisits, and
has applied a relevant approach after discovering the ToR and RULE. This work is used to
determine the shape of the path, the transit details, to extract transit header data, and
contribute to development projects as required while recovering or exploring technical use and
other schema.

Quantunnel Inc. holds 1 piece of stock, as a set.

This is link you can use to visit the Quantunnel. Website
http://www.quantunnel.com/
This link, you can use to see me in the labors across two phases of the first initiatives, and where
has taken over 8 years to build the early enterprise foundations.
http://www.quantunnel.com/inthelab/index.html

Achievements
1. The Snapshot index indicate the portable projects work that has been evaluated, and their is
not security better than that of in my head or by typewriter. This research is protected by the
laboratory and among officers of the law, who have completed some efforts at reduing access to
technical data, or otherwise cooeprating with other nations to isolate an internet network used
by our company and among other residents of this town for conflcit. This research has its first
expected loitigation planned for the year 2019 regarding corpoate and governments espionage.

Annual Report OU Quantum Bell Inc.
Quantum Bell Inc. was established as reception facility. Across projector alignment of goals for
one agreement or project think tank operation or another, projects are collected, analyzed and
distributed. Where apportion are made public and portion are not. QBI is currently on a state
isolated computer system, and is unable to file patents without our employees being
hospitalized by men of the united states government or state governments, and expects to
overcome this obstacle denying civil rights, liberties, or other access to standard court system of
the state and federal government by agreement of us armed forces or other international
contractors of the armed forces, their enemies, and more.
This is link you can use to visit the Quantum Bell Inc. Website http://www.quantumbell.net
This is link you can use to visit the Quantum Bell Inc. Corporate registration with the state of
Florida http://search.sunbiz.org/Inquiry/CorporationSearch/SearchResultDetail?
inquirytype=EntityName&directionType=Initial&searchNameOrder=QUANTUMBELL
%20P180000131290&aggregateId=domp-p18000013129-846edb01-3354-497d-b4a11751d36c8ac9&searchTerm=quantum%20bell&listNameOrder=QUANTUMBELL
%20P180000131290
We have stabled three technician classes within the company across innovation indexes and field
work, evolutions for contact, and other types or field work, and are working to establish the
roles of one type of scientisit or another.

Our company has a valid EIN and FEIN as issued by the Internal Revenue Service, and has used
the newspapers in town to indicate the use of name Quantum Bell Inc., by our executives, as
part of requirement to use legal advertsiing to establish the name registered with the state of
florida department of corporations.
Those roles are

·

technician.quantumbell.net

·

technician.quantunnel.com

·

technician.theoryofrelativity.net

High lighted in this section are the achievement of the organization, including developments of
contributing groups, as part of a combined strategy to resolve the danger of cosmic events, earth
sciences, and to respond to them.

Quantum Bell Inc. holds 1 piece of stock, as a set.

Achievements
1. Methods for communication with RULE tolerance have been achieved, thee were handed to
our division form Marley LABS, as a method to replace radio or long range communications
types. The project was received with a capability to hide in interstellar space a signal or
communication, across some distance, and contained bandwidth greater than modern
technology.
2. The Snapshot index indicate the portable projects work that has been evaluated, and their is
not security better than that of in my head or by typewriter.
3. Time projects are ongoing.

Annual Report OU onSEA
On February 14th, 2018, onSEA became an operating unit of Quantum Bell Inc. The reference to
onSEA is for vessels considered navy in origin, where air force craft typically maintain and point
to point crew or staff, onSEA vessel on oceans or SEAs, and in solar orbit, or often referred to as
on SEA of one type or another.

onSEA holds 1 piece of stock, as a set.

This is link you can use to visit the OnSEA. Website http://onsea.net

Achievements
1. The Snapshot index indicate the portable projects work that has been evaluated, and their is
not security better than that of in my head or by typewriter.
2. This project is considered a naval project. The onSEA reference is dated back to 2012, where
the greeting on C on C, was made.
3. Financials

Annual Report MarleyLABS
On February 14th, 2018 MarleyLABS.net established quantum bell Inc. and became and
operating unit of the company as a research group established by this scientist, and has born the
other OU units depicted here, while creating a mechanism to protect innovation and
developments, as well as maintain an online presence across industry or other segments we are
innovating and establishing processes for, where indicated as needed, or not. The intelligence
segment that MarleyLABS serves is not typical of the United States, and our portfolio of
requirement for defense or innovation is discovered across our methods of using consumer
observation to establish the need.

MarleyLABS. holds 1 piece of stock, as a set.

Achievements (Most important noted)
1. The RULE cell prototype was our accomplishment this year. The rule produce about 40 watts,
is 2x2 wafer.
2. Levitating a tray and a rock with an ION field.
3. Multiple achievements of research across minerals other developments.
4. Development of the RULE. http://www.theoryofrelativity.net

5. The Snapshot index indicate the portable projects work that has been evaluated, and their is
not security better than that of in my head or by typewriter.
6. The Snapshot index indicate the portable projects work that has been evaluated, and their is
not security better than that of in my head or by typewriter.
7. Visu, Holography, and on demand science.
MarleyLABS is a GOAL contractor. This is Government of an Arch Laboratory, and our projects
often begin with very little information, and result with consistent study. MarleyLABS supports
more than distributed work load requirements, we also support the workload index as recovered
for GoA or other world government needs. We have operated in the fields of Weapons research,
flight research, defense industry research, and across multiple personal initiatives.

Goal
GOAL is a Government Of an Arch Laboratory. GOALs are often established for limited or long
periods of time, having some scope of operations. Goals projects this year with public / private
requests included :
Request for Information (RFI GOAL) (06222018)

·

GOAL has a request for innovation; We are seeking methods to process engineer and
automate the recycling of garbage, inputting from garbage trucks, to be separated into
mineral types and automatically sorted. The design proposal should include methods to
handle liquid, chemical, and other wastes by sorting into appropriate container for
further processing at the landfill. The proposal input should establish a method to sort
biological wastes, chemical, heavy metals, and more, and later enable transport of those
containers for processing further those sorted materials for additives and impurities.

·

GOAL is seeking methods to remove heavy metals from landfills like mercury from waste
mercury switch thermostats, estimated t be tens of thousands of barrel to date, that
does not include incineration like Indonesia facilities. The design proposal should
identify a method, where after drilling a pipe line under the dump or landfill, to extract,
collect, automate processing of liquid wastes while separating heavy metals and other
contaminants, including radioactive materials from waste medical equipment, to reduce
the liquid content, and transported for additional processing.

·

GOAL is seeking opinion regarding methods discovered to clean radioactive water, and a
laboratory with design and manufacture capability with access to test or confirm those
results for water purification systems. Currently, we have three design processes which
can be implemented in a small laboratory for the purpose, and perhaps scaled up.

·

GOAL is researching a method to clean water for small towns, without expensive
filtration hardware. We have a design approach and method capable of supply from 15
acres of land, producing approximately/est 1000+/- gallons of water per minute using
unaltered salt water. If you have the land, and research capability, please contact our
laboratory for more information.

·

Ecologists: GOAL is seeking ecologist interested in terra forming research. We are looking
for capable persons, and proposals, for planting low water consuming plants and
vegetation in dessert areas, to grow and research terraforming a dessert landscape into
a Forrest; to identify the insect or other populations emerging the result, and more.
Please email our company for more details. These projects could later support additional
efforts with scientific foundations and data for application on other planets.

·

Ecologist: GOAL is seeking interested person in terra forming projects, for the
engineering phase of a proposal to construct a salt water pipeline to refill Utah's great
salt lake basin, or some selection of other arid landscapes around the globe or in Africa
or Iran. The engineer and scientist should be concerned with the engineering of the
pipeline, environmental and societal impacts prior to, during, and after the fill, and
precisions for weather patterns, wildlife restock, and other identified issues of
terraforming effort. These projects could later support additional projects with scientific
foundations and data for application on other planets or on other regions of planet
earth.

·

Cutting Edge (CE QBI) (06222018)

·

QBI is seeking scientists willing to participate with early process engineering, trial, and
test initiatives with our private laboratory. We have discovered a way to float a material
without the addition of power, and without reliance on earth energy systems, and are
seeking ways to apply the innovation to vehicles, boats, and aircraft; and also to increase
a stable lift potential. If you would like to duplicate and confirm our research, please
send your request in writing to the laboratory.

·

QBI has discovered a weapons system ballistic for projectiles, and is seeking persons
capable of testing and applying to products the discovery. We are looking for
cooperating scientists capable of testing on land, sea, and eventually orbit, those
ballistics systems and establishing criteria relative to conventional ballistic propellants.

·

QBI is planning to acquire land, and additional space for research, to build the worlds
first uLINE data reception facility. We will indicate technical reception and post design
request or proposals as approved.

Projects Developmental (PD QBI) (06222018)

These projects represent data sets I am seeking, and will produce myself if nobody determine
they want to volunteer, or other. These are often researched and presented on this site when
they are ready for presentation or just don’t have enough time to do that work for reason
complicated among so much self produced data that I work with.

(ToR) Theory of Relativity Improvements
Theoryofrelativity.net

1. Quantunnel Version is in use, and has not been improve beyond version .019 draft.
2. The ToR modeling was presented online, and is a instructions based opportunity for
limited presentation with roots in the text book draft v.019 of the Quantunnel work I am
developing.

3. The Theory of time light relativity is presented at timelightreltivity.theoryofreltivity.net.
The relative concept was shown with the ruler to provide proximate none identical data
at proximate or relative time according to transfer applications. The issues were
removed from the internet for probability of worm hole displacing planet location or
other wise consuming the planet, a black hole referring to the worm hole.

4. The Model was presented as a few equations, and on this day, no question from the
eternal public, across what is hit count exceeding over a million views, mostly from
CERN, NIF, MIT, and other research establishments where there IP access noted. When
this was placed online, the company and I are still the only persons speaking of the ToR
concept across accessible information at theoryofrelativity.net

5. The ToR model originated from Florida born family, and is being developed by that same
person inside the united States of America. This also presented as perspective model,
and where someday, their will be argument over exactness, or other problems of the
model integration.

6. On this day in history for the ToR model, it as strong as the observation of the universe is
strong; and is so across dimensions described, addition to 6 dimension time (resolved as
distance dimensions, probable time correlation a reference only to local or larger clocks,
like stars and galaxies, or planets moons, and more. (My cuckoo clock is fancier thans
the Germans Einstein model.)

7. The ToR model has been updated to included time data dimensions, exceeding several
thousand in my hand, and accessible across most stars in the visible sky. The door
modeling is proprietary, it can be understood by asking a questions; and is used for
camoflouge.

8. Gravity is now proven by the ToR uLINE concepts achieving the same space time shape
as modern scietist use to calucaute trajectories of rockets or satelittes and toehr
airborne items. The ToR modeling produces the similar shape of gravity estimated by
Einstein physics, and where when applied across arrows of man made rockets; both
model produce similar archery results for satellite behavior, rockets, and more.

9. Retention for gravity of the atmosphere while stated, is still not well understood relative
to some moons of Jupiter or Saturn. The behavior of mass, and energy relative to
surface as part of the model, and with the added perspective absences of the shadow
or light region, demonstrates it is held in place the result of composition of mass and
uLINE rule, or ability to modify interaction with the model as determined by some
technology or life. Not modifying the model, rather taking advantage ofr flight, energy,
or other needs. (How the tray was floated, it refuses model permeability, and the
materials finds rest at higher altitude like helium.) The model shows why planets or
some asteroid retain the atmosphere, but in proximity to large planets, some moons to
not have an atmosphere as visible to astronomy telescopes. <-- the research for anti
gravity is necessary to resolve problem of wheels on cars, a rotor that with so many cars
on earth, could slow down earth rotation (like bike tire turning in hands). The
replacement discovered is for the wheel, and proven as part of PMTM flight modeling
for the helicopter I am designing and other craft as indicated on the keys of anarch, I
have early been working on.

This year at Quantum Bell Inc.
This year at Quantum Bell inc, we will be resolving security issue for our company, where it is
needed and litigating a few cases as required for most companies to maintain or otherwise
continue to do development.
The company will be moving into the first quarter with various projects, and closing out some
projects as needed, or placing them on hold by resolving a limited mapping concept for the local
concepts to be applied. The company will seeking help form other person, willing to secure this
area or work with the company.
Quantum Bell Inc is still not planning to use scientific journals, until one of the other laboratories
contacts this lab, across CERN, NIF, or foreign nations, resolving some interest in the model as
associated with IP Records on websites indicating access by those domestic or foreign persons.
This is important for any potential of the Nobel prize investigations requiring notes or
innovation of research of this nation or men begining to compete ascent for the Florida ToR
modeling, in development since the 1990s when perspective models were evaluated for the
government of anarchy, in high school, and with notes.

Finances
This year Quantum Bell Inc spent about $3,000 dollars on investigations and related research
work. This number does not include labor losses of $14,016,000 since research began, charged
as hourly labor over 8 years by this scientist to the company, since MarleyLABS began planning
to operate. These figures are applied across some consitent observation, and stated hourly
wage, and absent assessment of damages, hiests, or more.
Our annual income tax will be recorded with the IRS, with no income earned from customers or
by charity organizations. This scientist has footed the bill for all of the research since
unsatisfactory employment with another company resolved building a company that would not
target, steal from, or kill its employees or contract with companies, doctors, and hospitals, that
would target, track, steal from, or kill its own employees and contractors. I have resolved not to
locate our offices inside a district of a nation that participates with this activity as shown by field
work accessible to our employees; and will adhere as soon as financial possible such restrictions.

About the Early work of the Quantum Bell Inc. Founder
Research began when I was a child, first achieving Visu and then across a series of inventions for
motor concepts. The first motor puzzle this scientist developed was a DC Twin Flight Concept; it
resolved across two DC motors that turning one turned the other, and how to keep it moving.
A series of documents details the specfific of research, not necessary for the Annual Reporting
requirements of the state. What is indicted here are an overview of some details.

Legal
No agent, contractor, or persons employed by or on behalf of the united states government is
authorized to harass, kill, stalk, impact, murder, or commit crime of civil liberties, property,
corruption to any person of the united states or another nation for filing a complaint that saves
lives, informs of wrong doing, or is working to preserve such prosperity agreements as life,
liberty, or the pursuit of happiness. Any represented, agent, or employee of the united states or
states and federal government enterprises, who takes it upon themselves to commit such
crimes, infringing liberty, state or national security, and while alleging it is on behalf of some
attempt to do harm the result of complaint or alleged criminal activity, is not working for,
representing, or acting in accordance with American or state law. Those men are subject to
criminal penalty, civil liability, and risk not only their job, but their freedom while performing an
such action, including alleging that silencing a victim of government abuse or other parties
working with or for the us government is helping the united states government. Our pursuit is to
maintain a just and safe workplace, and those men working for such agenda public are not, are
an enemy of the united government and his work to ensure safe and just work environment for
all our employees and contractors. This agreement applies across Quantum Bell Inc. Employees
or Volunteers. (needs to be better written.)

Intentionally left blank.

To obtain a copy of the full annual report, or any part thereof, write or call 320 Endora St,
Ormond Beach, FL, 32174. You can call me at 386-451-7555 if your phone call is permitted on
the switch gear. You can request a copy of developments at the laboratory if you would like.

Quantum Bell Inc.
http://www.Quantumbell.net
Document ID Florida State Corporation
P18000013129
Registration for Document ID and
Annual Document Address Match.

This report is assembled by Michael Joseph Marley in January of 2019 and is expected to be
released between February 1, and May 1 of the same year. You can contact the company or ask
for more details by sending an email to timelightrelativity@gmail.com or you can use
contact@quantumbell.net You can also contact the offices by telephone. You can mail
correspondence to 320 Endora Street, Daytona Beach, FL or Visit us the Business Location
coming soon as small warehouse on Bellevue Ave in Daytona Beach Florida. We will have
Runway access to the Daytona International Airport, in Daytona Beach, FL. This document was
assembled using spell check of open office products and services, and Microsoft standard word
pad application. The information developed by our company is unusually tracked and this is a
problem I am unable to resolve, perhaps by some design. These annual reports can be edited by
the uthor and re published with corrections without notifying the general public before posted
again to quantumbell.net, the only source for this document to originate in some public way.

